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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of the tasks performed under contract DAAH01-92-D-R006, Delivery Order 154 between the US Army Aviation and Missile Command and the University of Alabama in Huntsville. UAH was responsible for managing and operating Stereolithography Lab for the Production Engineering Division. During the period of performance, several prototyping projects were executed for Production Engineering’s customers, including the Structures Directorate, the Patriot Project Office and the Corporate Information Center. In addition, computer aided design models were created for various customers using Pro/Engineer.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Production Engineering Division (PED), SEPD, MRDEC, AMCOM has the mission and function of providing rapid prototypes via SL to various AMCOM customers. The PED provides the following services to its customers: assistance in generating acceptable Computer Aided Design (CAD) files, delivering these files to the SL laboratory, building SL prototypes using both the ACES and QuickCast (QC) build styles, finishing prototypes to the customers specifications, and facilitating the investment casting of QC prototypes. The PED requires engineering support in performing these SL tasks.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a summary of the support provided by the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) to PED under contract DAAH01-92-D-R006, Delivery Order 154.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the work performed under this task was to provide engineering support in producing SL prototypes for the PED customers.

3.0 WORKSITE

All work was performed at government facilities at Redstone Arsenal and at UAH.

4.0 SUPPORT

UAH was responsible for providing support to PED in several areas. The areas are:

- Assist PED customers in determining the applicability of CAD models to the SL process
- Assist PED customers in generating acceptable CAD files for use with the SL equipment and transferring these files to the SL equipment. This assistance covered a variety of CAD software packages, including the PED Pro/Engineer CAD software.
- Generate acceptable SL build files using Maestro and QuickCast software. This effort included part orientation, support generation, build style configuration, and build file generation.
- Build all SL prototypes using the PED SL equipment
- Finish all SL prototypes in accordance to standard SL procedures and customers specifications using PED SL equipment
- Finish all QC prototypes using standard SL QC procedures and facilitate investment casting of SL QC prototypes
• Support PED in the overall management of the SL laboratory. This effort included: scheduling of prototype builds, estimates of SL build time and prototype volume, maintaining SL production log book, maintenance of SL equipment and laboratory, facilitating vendor interaction, disposal of SL waste, monitoring and ordering of SL supplies and equipment, generation technical reports, and delivery of final products.

Customers for whom CAD models were generated and SL prototypes built include the Structures Directorate in RDEC, the Corporate Information Center (CIC) and the Patriot Project Office. Structures primarily requested QuickCast models for investment casting, while Patriot needed ACES models for fit testing. CIC uses the SL models as mine pattern masters for RTV molding and vacuum forming. They are eventually used as training aids for soldiers to recognize and handle mines.

5.0 FURTHER RESEARCH

Upon completion of the above tasks, several areas were found that need further research and support including: continuous improvement of marketing literature, further growth and support of the prototyping customer base and implementation of new technologies and processes related to stereolithography.

As new technologies develop and the capabilities of PED are enhanced, the marketing literature must be updated. This is required to keep the customers informed of new developments that will meet their ever-changing design and prototyping requirements.

It is expensive to operate a rapid prototyping laboratory. The rates charged for services are directly related to the number of projects that run through the lab. Therefore, the customer base must continuously grow and their needs supported to reduce the costs. Obvious reasons for reducing the costs are to save money and be more competitive with the customers' alternate sources for prototyping services.

For PED to remain on the leading edge of prototyping technologies, the processes and capabilities of the lab must be expanded to meet the needs of the customers. One example is to implement RTV molding. It has been noticed that several customers request multiple prototypes of the same design. RTV molding can provide replicates of SL prototypes at a fraction of the cost of building all the models.

Another method of remaining on the leading edge of rapid prototyping technologies is to network with other service bureaus and equipment providers. One of the most effective ways of doing this is to participate in conferences and user group meetings. Several events occur every year that would be beneficial to AMCOM to have a representative.
The areas of development described above complement each other. PED must continue to upgrade its capabilities to expand the customer base. The customers must be informed of these upgrades through the use of up-to-date marketing literature.